
 

 

 

Key Stage 3 Curriculum Map 2020-21 

 Term 1 

Year Group: Year 7 Subject: PE 
Focus/Topic Objectives Key Skills/ UAE Links  Home Learning/ 

Recommended Reading  
 Induction, curriculum orientation and expectations 

 Sports Careers  To identify and describe different 
job roles in the sports industry Sport 

 What venues are linked 
to the UAE and sports 
are played? 

 

 Brainmac.com 

 Complete workout 
on the fitness padlet 
during your practical 
lesson at home. 

 Qualities   To demonstrate an understanding of 
the qualities needed for different 
jobs in sport and evaluate how these 
help your employability and success 

 What jobs are the most 
popular in the UAE? Is 
there a reason for this? 

 Brainmac.com 

 Complete workout 
on the fitness padlet 
during your practical 
lesson at home. 

 Experiences needed for specific 
Jobs 

 To investigate the qualifications and 
experiences needed in different job 
roles 

 Name the skills and 
qualifications needed 
for the most popular 
jobs in the UAE?  

 Brainmac.com 

 Complete workout 
on the fitness padlet 
during your practical 
lesson at home. 

   To research and select the 
appropriate career progression for 
your job role 

  

 Can you research ways 
in which you could 
fulfill this career 
progression in the 
UAE  for your job role. 
E.G-what courses are 
available and where? 

 Brainmac.com 

 Complete workout 
on the fitness padlet 
during your practical 
lesson at home. 

   To collaborate with your team and 
present your career project 

  

 presented information 
should aim to have UAE 
links to the qualities, 
qualifications, 
experience needed for 
your job 

 Brainmac.com 

 Complete workout 
on the fitness padlet 
during your practical 
lesson at home. 



 Presenting   To present your findings of the 
career pathway you have researched 

 Can you present on the 
most popular job in the 
UAE 

 

Half Term 
        

        

        

        

        

        

        

                                                                                                                Winter Break 
 

 

 


